Thinking Global

What role does genetic evaluation technology play in enhancing global competitiveness? Speakers share their views.

by Katie Gazda, Troy Smith & Carrie Stadheim

The 2011 Beef Improvement Federation (BIF) Research Symposium and Annual Meeting kicked off June 2 with an opening general session discussing “The Role of Genetic Evaluation Technology in Enhancing Global Competitiveness.” Jeff Jacobsen, dean of agriculture at Montana State University, chaired the session, which included presentations from three industry professionals.

Nucleus schemes

According to Scott Newman, a geneticist with Tennessee-based Genus PLC, genetic evaluation is all about choosing above-average animals to produce next-generation animals with superior performance. It’s about making money in the process by reducing input costs or increasing output through the use of available technology. If we can do this more effectively than our competitors, we have the potential to produce a product that’s competitive locally, nationally and even globally.

“Genetic evaluation becomes the engine to drive this process,” said Newman, speaking during the first general session of the 43rd annual Beef Improvement Federation (BIF) annual research symposium in Bozeman, Mont.

“Genetic evaluation makes genetic improvement possible,” Newman explained. “It provides the capability to benchmark individuals within a breed, or possibly different breeds. It is a means whereby the joint investment in recording and selection can be converted to market advantage.”

Newman said recording the right traits and making sensible use of indexing, selection and mating could enhance returns. Maximizing the quantity and quality of data recorded allows genetic evaluation to be used most efficiently.

“The more data we have, the better decisions we can make,” stated Newman, noting that the challenge facing beef breeds is obtaining the most useful data possible. He advocated the implementation of information nucleus schemes, which he defines as well-structured progeny tests. This allows a breed to collect data on traits that are expensive to measure, such as feed intake; traits that cannot be measured in the seedstock herd, like eating quality; or traits that take a long time to record, such as fertility and longevity.

Newman said it is imperative that beef breeds define their breeding structures and implement an information nucleus scheme to increase opportunities for collection of data on hard-to-measure traits. It will also add clarity, he said, to the application of genomic information as part of genetic evaluation. Genomic information will alter the landscape of genetic improvement, Newman predicted, but its utilization will depend on having relevant phenotypic data for calibrating marker tools.

Newman urged breeds to turn their attention to prioritize traits to be measured and to move toward a unified database to make across-breed information more accessible and useful.

Call for merging efforts

Robert Williams, director of breed improvement and foreign marketing for the American-International Charolais Association (AICA), addressed concerns with a growing world population and the effect that will have on an already shrinking beef cattle population.

The United Nations (UN) projects that the world’s population will reach 9 billion people by the year 2050. In turn, food production is expected to double in the same amount of time.

In order to meet the increasing demand for food, the cattle industry needs to continue its focus on performance and genetics, which have been significant to the increase of beef production in the past, Williams explained. Many of the successes in these areas can be traced to the work done within BIF.

However, despite past successes, beef breed associations face challenges in the future, Williams said, noting both the U.S. beef cow inventory and U.S. breed registries reached their peak in the 1970s.

Today, the industry needs approximately 400,000 fewer bulls than it did in 1975. The decrease in commercial beef cow numbers has led to a loss of approximately 430,000 registrations for beef breed associations, which correlates to a loss of nearly $11 million annually.

While past research and development within the industry has taken place on the campuses of the country’s most viable land-grant universities, budget cuts on these campuses have begun to restrict the amount of research that can be done. In turn, many beef breed associations, such as the American Angus Association and the American...
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A global standard

“Cow numbers have gone down, but custom collection is up and semen selection is up. Our technicians are sure more busy. We are improving our synchronization programs, so we’re seeing more and more cows being AIed,” he said.

Altenburg suggested that a global standard for EPD data might be useful in assisting with the transfer of information from country to country. While one country will accept and incorporate proven EPDs from a particular animal into their home data system, other countries are not reciprocating, which means that a bull will have to “earn his stripes” a second time around, with another series of progeny testing. This is an inefficient use of a cattle producer’s most precious commodity: time, he said.

― by Carrie Stadheim

To listen to these presentations and view the accompanying proceedings papers and PowerPoints, visit the Newsroom at www.BIFconference.com.

BIF’s 43rd Annual Research Symposium and Annual Meeting was hosted June 1-4 on campus at Montana State University, Bozeman, Mont.